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IN ITS MODEST 37 PAGES, CAMILLE ROY'S RECENT TOUR
DE FORCE OUTFLANKS EVEN THE THICKEST BILDUNGS-
ROMANIN THE CANONl CLASS STRUGGLE IS NOT A
CASUALTY OF POSTMODERNISM! NEW NARRATNE STILL
PACKS A CRITICAL PUNCH IN ROY'S NEW WORK!

While reading Camille Roy's Craquer, I found myself conjuring
sentences like these. And though the book merits the exclamatory
remarks, ir closes with a meditation on storytelling that distills the
essence of the work better than any of my headlines:

The plot of land reclaimed by the as yet unknown activist(s) is
inaccessible, surrounded by fences and locked at either entrance. By
naming this park after Gordon Matta-Clark, there is a clear reference
to Matta-Clark's "Fake Estates" project in the early 70s, where the
artist purchased a number of "surplus land" sites through Ne,,: York
City auctions, turning the "useless" plots of leftover property .lnto a
kind of found architecture, at once banal and profoundly social.

Lately I've been thinking that I am a wave, and all the stories in
the world are the water. I'm among stories just like all the other
waves. Which part of the water belongs to which wave doesn't
matter. It doesn't apply. Personally, this means I can't fall apart
without changing into something else, other stories, different
ones. This finds a solution in dissolution. Somehow it relaxes me.

Every convergence of material and economic forces enables the telling
of countless stories. But such forces-as they pressure and delimit "all
the stories in the world"-are themselves fotever migrating or mutat-
ing, rendering those stories ephemeral, and the forms in which they
appear volatile. Material volatility is not the same as subjective flux,
however; and the material in the telling will never relax because it
only exists in tension with those forces. Roy's way of imagining "a
solution in dissolution," then, suggests a dialectical process that can-
not yield a permanent resolution. Despite the appearance of a relaxing
conclusion, this tension won't acquiesce comfortably, not even in the
utopian water image of never-ending change. For this image is, perhaps
unwittingly, also an image of stasis and, even as it appears to resolve
the narrative, it remains a mystified ideal, one that belies the unlivable
and unsustainable network of social conditions in which we find our-
selves-call it postmodernity, or the global market, or whatever. And
so, the image with which the book closes marks the limit beyond

Here, the San Francisco "parks" bearing his name take Matta-~lark's
project further, aiming to "liberate" private space from the logiCSof
ownership and usurious ground rent and thus create a commons .by
an act of what must be thought of as a kind of conceptual squatt1~g.
By all accounts, these plots of land have not been purchased, but sim-
ply labelled and thus reframed. Indeed, the locks that keep the parks
inaccessible to the public only become "visible" when placed under the
sign of the "public park." Only then do the logics of private property-
wherein even unused, "surplus" space needs to be mapped, fenced,
and kept off limits-become manifest, especially in. the c?~text of an
urban geopolitics suffering from an affordable ho~slng cns.ls and an
ever diminishing sense of collective access to the City one lives and
works in. The Gordon Matta-Clark Memorial Park project produces
not only bizarre new conceptual mappings of what the Situationists
used to call "psychogeography," but has also beg~n to t~ke the prop-
erty reclamation process of "tagging" to a three-dimensIOnal realm.



which those conditions can no longer be narrated, wh~ther beca~se of
the class position performed by the writing, or the socIal constraInts
to which the writing refers.1

Craquer stunningly undoes the terrible ruse of self-identity, effectively
undermining the assumptions of autobiography and good subject-
hood alike. Most remarkably, it does all this without relying on cyni-
cal device, and, what's more, without undermining something like
beliefBut Craquer does not presume to transcend the contradictions, tha,t

implicate it; nor does it pretend to resolve the problems to ",:hl~h It
critically responds. Instead, the work mediates those cont~adlct1ons,
otherwise by making explicit some of the tools and strategIes by whIch
the narrative is constructed. Here lay the politics of the work. In
Craquer, the means of production-econ~mic and ideological-are
indissolubly linked to narrative; and Roy Intervenes to make, the
narrative hardware seizable. As part of that process of rendenng, the
work provokes an engaging series of questions: Ca~ one ~~whoever
one wants simply by telling an other story? Are SOCIalpo~lt1ons de~o-,
cratically distributed and equally available for everybodys ~ccu~at1on.
Is narrative transformation an indeterminate process or a hlstoncal
one? And, further, does the phrase "all the stories in the world" refer
to a bad infinity in which equivalent narratives float independent of
the material conditions that determine them?

But what could my case possibly be, given that the prospect of
verifYing any of these family stories is unbearable, as well as
irritating? I've given up. That's my "case". I don't care what the
truth is-not enough to pursue it, anyway.

Paradoxically, it is by negating such a pursuit that Roy is able to
further it otherwise. In fact, when one reckons one's own practice into
the dynamics of narrative dissolution-when one makes one's tools
and methods explicit-the recognition of truth's vanishing moments
fosters the emergence of two critical qualities: honesty and accuracy.
Roy's Craquer offers a model performance of just such a reckoning.
While "truth" is always a fiction, honesty and accuracy-like the
"sincerity" of the Objectivists-are ethical standards that inform a
practice. Key to such a practice is not the veracity of content, but
rather the encounter with the limits of form; and this encounter is
always social, always political.

Art often draws attention to the social contradictions within which it
is caught today by way of ironic tropes and techni~ues rule~ by cold-
detachment. Roy's method offers a salutary correct1:,e to thIS tend,ency
as her work implicates its own position while accedmg to some,thmg
rather unfashionable, something like truth. I put the slant on ltke
because Craquer performs historical truth~togethe~ with t~e se,lf-
narratively as something that can never qu~t~ equalltSel~. Ltkenmg
displaces being. The truth to which th~ w,nt1~g accedes mvo,lves a .
process whereby stories are forever vanIshmg mt~ other stones. !hls
endless process of vanishing, rather than dependmg up~n the dlss?lu-
tion of the narrator, requires her appearance together WIth th,e,laymg
bare of the techniques productive of that appear~~ce: Th~ crlt1:al
environment thereby generated is one of dis-eqUlllbnum m whIch

As if auspiciously born under the signs of Blanche DuBois and Georg
Lukacs, Craquer's narrator "Camille" intervenes in the construction of
her own "case" by telling "dubious stories" (and "craquer," we are
told, perhaps dubiously, was a word commonly used during the
French Revolution to mean "to tell dubious stories") stories inseparable
from her syncopated metacommentary on the practice of telling itself.
Briefly, the work narrates, by way of anecdote and apocrypha, the
history of Camille who emerges in the snag-or the class divide-
between two houses: the house of Ethel, whose family lent its name
to too many large monuments in Chicago to recall; and the house of
the stalwart Mabel Margaret, whose family lent its name to nothing.
It is the mothers whose character matters here, the fathers seemingly
reduced to wraithe-like shadows, characterless, haunting the margins
of context. And it is the snag-a site defined by class and remarked
by women-that generates the terms against which that social thing
called "self" will be measured.

I, Reading Craquer beside Lukacs's 1926 defense of History ~nd Clas~C.0nsci~~-
ness (Tailism and the Dialectic,Verso: 2000) generat~s so~e nch aSSOCiatIons, ~f
course rhis relationship must be conceived as a relatIonshIp betw,een permanen dY
moving moments, as a process. (I hope that the dialectical m~anIng of the wor r
'process' has already been adequately explained so that ther~ ISn,o more roo.m ~o
the tailist supression of evidence,) This me~s that economIC beIng, and, with It
proletarian class consciousness and its organIzatIonal forms, find themselves
transformed uninterruptedly" (77), "All the stories in the world" can never be apprehended in truth. This



is the only fact about scorytelling that matters here, and it motivates
Camille's need co find a more honest, more accurate, and ultimately
more critical, narrative form. Critical narrative is never proper. And in
Craquer, the relation between Camille and her scory is not a propri-
etary one: a narrative is not a property of the self, nor is it something
one owns for one's own sake. On the contrary, the self is an effect of
narrative and narrative, as Craquer performs it, is a function of some-
thing we can call "class struggle." The scory belongs co everyone,
though it can only have been cold by this one. At stake in the narrative
performance, then, is not the writer's "own" scory at all, but rather a
relation co the all the others that can't be grasped.

In these most cynical of times-this "post communist era"-when
standing behind one's scories is like disavowing one's lies, Roy's small
book packs a breathtaking punch because it performs its scorytelling
as transformative wOtk. Dare one say praxiS? Sure. But what do praxis
and post-communism have co do with one anocher here? Roy's subticle
offers a sound point of departure. Craquer purports co be "an essay on
class struggle." If such a thing can still be said co exist, then surely the
answer lies there. But is this an ironic provocation, or is it sincere? If
the apposition appears co be a dubious one, it can't be so simply dis-
missed, for it is precisely into the recesses of the dubious chat the
honest and the accurate have migrated coday.

Remember the class scruggle? I do ... It's what this essay is sup-
posed co be about. In truth I'm slouching ever so slowly into
that conversation. We're in the post communist era now. All
that was reddish has fallen inco a pit of silence-which is not
particularly new or different. Pretty much everything falls there.

From narrative co essay-as from silence co conversation-genre slips.
The slippage occurs in a rich space of contestation between truth-
producing discourse and truth-defying scory, and it is in this "space
between" that Craquer situates itself. But what about class struggle? Is
it alive, or just a fossil of a bygone era? Although classically underscood
co be the mocor of hiscory and the final referent for all hiscorical inter-
pretation, class struggle, as "post-marxist" theory would have it, has
fallen inco desuetude, be it as part of an outdated hiscoriographic
method, as a constellation of narratives certain people cold about
themselves at a certain time, or as coo reductive a figure co refer use-
fully co current fights for social justice. Bur theory here ought co be
created as yet another dubious story.

... back co the scory of Pearl [that's Camille's mother]. How do
we get from Nevada co anywhere else, ideologically speaking? It
must come down co character. Picture this: Pearl, radiant and
shining (but in a dumb way), as she stumbles down the cencer
of a deserted road ... She's fifty miles out in the desert with only
a thermos of Bloody Marys. It doesn't look good.

Craquer is such a constellation, but it is also much more; and "more"
here just might come down COsomething like "character." While
bearing witness to the contemporary fate of class struggle, Roy's
narrative supercedes that fate by rewriting "class struggle" once again
as an aggregate of forces and practices out of which class conscious
character emerges, not as healthy moral fiber nor as "true" hiscorical
consciousness, bur this time rather as an insurgenc agenc wielding
dubious scories. Short of demoting Camille co the status of a compro-
mised subject, this is what enables her, "ideologically speaking," co
map the finite spaces between the narratives we tell-or the scories we
are-and their social ground.

As Craquer would appear to argue, class scruggle has a lot co do with
telling stories about class struggle. In Camille's "case," the classed
character of social struggle emerges not as a self-identical subject
clinging co its predicates like personal flotation devices, bur rather as a
dramatis persona on a Brechtian stage, a character armed with an array
of escrangement devices permitting a more expansive vision, one
capable of intimating the ungraspable cotality of related scories for
which the "private" scene of family living stands in as an allegorical
microcosm. This is how Camille demystifies her own story. What is
most personal in it can only emerge through its apparent opposite,
the depersonalization of character; similarly, the self emerges through
practices of self-expropriation.

And like chat wave in the sea, the individual's scory cannot be separated
from the material forces that scructure it.

Given the alternatives of silence or fantasy, ruthlessness becomes
the middle way, inescapable if not always truthful. What do

, you think? Where would you draw the line? What part of your
life belongs co you, and what part belongs co me, should I
happen co find out about it?



As a concept, class struggle-not unlike history-signifies the social
process through which it is conceptualized. But class struggle also
refers to the methods and practices by which that process is engaged.
Because it is a process, class struggle must change over time; and so it
follows that those methods and practices must change as well.
Distortion is inevitable here-as are static, feedback, blur-and "the
alternatives of silence and fantasy" will appear as a terminal set of
choices unless these interference phenomena are themselves recog-
nized as a critical part of the process.

history, is only accessible to us through the blur it generates. And the
form such distortion assumes is narrative.

The critical thing, as Camille points out, is to locate that blur, and to
situate it in relation to our own positions, practices and activities. Far
from a small consolation, this is the foundation for whatever opposi-
tional strategies we might devise. In my reading, this is what Craquer
is all about.

The relation between class struggle and narrative is charged with criti-
cal energies. Rather than a stable referent or foundational content,
class struggle appears in Craquer as a potentially ruthless practice
determined not to reproduce the narratological conditions of owner-
ship and private property hard-wired to the stories we tell. But just as
race, gender, and sexuality-while discursively produced and repro-
duced-cannot be reduced to mere discourse; class struggle too, while
inseparable from narrative, cannot be reduced to the narrative perfor-
mance alone. Although overshadowed by claims that essentialize the
primacy of these discursive identities in struggles for social justice
today, class is arguably the historical phenomenon silently productive
of the identity claims that eclipse it.

One of the many arguments Roy's work essays is that class struggle
can only be accessed by way of its prior narrations; and we are each,
in our own histories, introduced to that struggle through the stories
told by and about those before whom we are formatively positioned
as narratees: the members of our family.

Sam we comeftom a long line o/sluts 0/ both sexes.But that's
pushing it and it's not even what I meant. I wanted to point to
the. heart of the story, a qualiry of perishing, or making another
pensh, for a romantic idea. Those painful yet pleasing sacrifices. "
A family pattern. Then, by the same gesture, we live perpetually
in the melancholy aftermath, the empty house.

The nuclear family is a perverse social model and an ideologically
charged site where personal and political forces collect and crystallize.
In Craquer, the family is a force field charged by communist party
affiliations, on one side, and big money industrialists, on the other.
This is where Roy's writing goes to work like a solvent. At one moment
Camille puts it brilliantly this way:

Still, I have to insist on my argument. Can we stop piling blur
on top of blur? As a goal, people. Of course I've never told a
story straight in my life (and in this essay, I haven't tried). This
is not hypocrisy, because consistency is not my point. I'm a
seamstress of blur, performing nips and tucks on the empty
center. But I need to know where it is. Is that just personal
taste, like clean underwear? Families are nuclear, and nuclei are smashed together. Do you

know the difference between the weak forces and the strong
forces? The strong one is the massive force of the universe,
b~nding quarks of opposite charge. It's only exercised across tiny
dIstances, such as families. Everything else is weakness.

The argument here is about class as it is refracted and challenged, sta-
bilized and maintained, through silence and fantasy, narrative and
gossip2. The work of telling and composing is the work of explaining
and locating: interpretations reflect interpretations, just as narratives
inflect other narratives. The blur that results from the accumulation
informs and troubles the meaning of class struggle. This isn't just an
amnesiac's alibi; it is, rather, the recognition that class struggle, like

The formulation is luminous, and epigrammatic precision like this
scintillates through the entire work. Force is everything here-social
forces described in terms of physical forces, quarks and waves.
Narratives structure social space in which the individual story is the
Contact point of forces that assume collective shapes and make
demanding claims on us, as do family ghosts.

2. Like gossip-often dubious and ruthless-silence and fantasy "measute out
common assumptions," and remark, conspiratorially, the limits between what can
and can't be said. See Raben Gluck, "When Bruce Was 36 (Gossip and Scandal)"
in Elements o/a Coffee Service. Four Seasons Foundation, San Francisco: 1982.



Families trail off like ghosts to whom we are all connected.
They don't have a bottom. And it's not only ancestors, but
other ungtaspable relations which shadow me-from my
father's silence to mother's dreamy milk. That's a sweet one.

rather by exploring ideology's own narrative techniques, and by making
use of them to dismantle the power of all truth claims, including its
own. This is one of the ways "Camille" practices class struggle.

Now I think the link can finally be made between Camille's effort to
locate the blur, and the specter haunting the matter here: ideology3.

Just as the economy and all the destructive forces it unleashes
depends upon that very real though intractable fiction called money,
so do class positions and forces depend upon ideology and narrative.
By way of Roy's tactics, a more honest and accurate narrative emerges
out of the cloud or blur that occupies the center where Camille is
"registering something more vague." This "something" has everything
to do with the tensions that obtain between the reproduction of dom-
inant class dynamics and the critical work of telling stories.

The totality of social relations that connect us all is indeed ungraspable,
and ideology, as a constellation of collective fantasies, enables .whatever
representations of that totaliry4. In one such fantasy, the famll~ allego-
rizes the social. Its spaces-though treacherous-are comparatively
manageable: they can be mapped, narrated, transformed. ~nd as those
narratives themselves feed back into the ungraspable relations that
condition the family's ground, the social is paradoxically rendered
intelligible, if only for one of those vanishing moments, precisely by

way of the distortion.

There's inescapable falsity in my condition. If you believe what
I write, watch your back. I can't stand behind my stories
because I don't think that way. The power is in the fIlter-
whatever my brain dishes up as the next thought, well, it feels
like me, but it's not.

Pearl's stories pulsed with desire, fantasy and dr~ad: They
became me. Then they blurred, disappeared. I bve In the after-
math. The snag, its lingering disturbance, feels musc~lar. It
resides there, as I shove one foot ahead of the other, 111 all the
sites of pleasure and aggression, intact as my confidence.

In our ahistorical and identity-obssessed era, Roy's assault on the self's
truth claims is part of a larger effort to mobilize an oppositional writing
practice historically. If New Narrative has taught us one thing above
all others regarding history-about our being subjects of history-it
is that to be both reader and writer of the stories we live and make is
to be an active interpreter of our interpretations5. There is an impera-
tive that emerges from Camille Roy's Craquer: in addition to narrating
our stories, we must also narrativize the process of narration while
linking that secondary narrative to the always larger processes that
collectively narrate us. This is the imperative to reckon into the work
of telling the social machinations that inform the narrative apparatus
within which we are always productively caught. Paradoxically, this is

The notion that there is a self-centered and stable space-a space
curiously homologous to that of the sanctified family reces:ed in its
private niche, a space impervious to i~eology a~d from which our
stories are said to emerge like authentic properties In whatever t:uth-
bearing struggle-is, of course, one of the most insidious of all Ideo-
logical effects. Countering this profound distort~o.n, Craq~er perseveres
critically not by claiming access to a more prodlglOus SOCial truth, but

5. "New Narrative" refers ro work by Robert Gluck, Steve Abbott, Dodie
Bellamy, Kevin Killian, Bruce Boone, and Kathy Acker, among others. For a
remarkable reading of some of this work, see Earl Jackson, Jr., Strategies of
Deviance, Bloomingron: U ofIndiana Press, 1995. For a briefhisrory of New
Narrative, see Robert Gluck's, "Long Note on New Narrative," Narrativity: a
critical journal ofinnovative narrative. (http://www.sfsu.edu/ -newlit/narrativiry/
issue_one/gluck.html) An expanded form of this essay, one that would articulate
"class struggle" with a range of current experimental forms related ro New
Narrative, would include additional readings, among them: Renee Gladman,
Juice (Kelsey Street, 2000); Taylor Brady, Microclimates (Krupskaya, 2001);
Eileen Myles, Cool for You (Soft Skull Press, 2000); and Mike Amnasan, Beyond
the Safety of Dreams (Krupskaya, 2000).

3. Fredric Jameson discusses ideology as the necessarily disrorted ~edium of all
such locating in his talk/essay, "Cognitive Mapping": "Whatever ItSdefects and
problems, this positive conception of ideology as a necessary functlon ill any
form of social life has the great merit of stressing the gap between the l~cal .
positioning of the individual subject and the rotality of class structures ill which
he or she is situated ... " Marxism and the InterpretatIOn of Culture, Grossberg and
Nelson, eds., Urbana: Universiry of Illinois Press, 1988, p. 253.
4. Sources informing my use of "ideology" l;,ere incl~de Louis .Althusser's
"Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses ill Lenm and phtlosophy, and other
essays, London: New Left Books, 1971; and Slavoj Zizek's "How did Marx
Invent the Symprom?" in The Sublime Object of Ideology. London: Verso, 1989.



a way to persevere uncynically in somerhing like belief.
Wirhin any ensemble of social forces, every position that enables a
narrative is a classed position. Far from being unpredictable and sub-
stitutable, these positions-together with the stories they condition-
are generated not by too few but by too many determinants. Craquer
offers a remarkable exploration of the overdetermination of one's
stories. Like one's narratives, one's experience is never one's own; but
neither is it anyone else's. So while it can be argued that Camille's
"relaxing" narrative solution must contain its own blind spot, Roy's
method nevertheless argues against the indeterminate disintegration
and voluntaristic reintegration of stories6. The beautiful, and perhaps
fundamental, contradiction animated here is the seemingly timeless
one of subject (the individual, or agent) and object ("the totality of
class structures" or "all the stories in the world"). And while there is
no resolution for it, Craquer performs the contradiction with rare
deftness, at once graceful in its narrative play and forceful in the
counter it creates against the trained incapacity that is our ahistorical
state.

Class struggle, then, can never be divorced from the stories we tell
about class struggle. What is at stake here is not only the relatedness
of so many forces, but the link between the work of narrative and the
construction of those relations. In performing that link, Craquer con-
tributes to a larger collective project committed to reconstructing our
historical relations otherwise.

Silence is one way of negotiating the unacceptable. Transgressive
romantic fantasy is another. They're tools for managing the
survival of self-the first maintaining it, the second an act of
invention. But you can't separate the tools from their context,
in personal necessity, social power and class.

This is only one of the directives Craquer offers regarding its method
of construction. Just as one can't romanticize silence as the recessed
preserve of a true self, one can't romanticize the transgressive fantasy
either without conceding the fateful separation of tools and context
that reproduces a grosser and more dangerous distortion. Both Roy
and her narrator Camille know what they're up against here: the
sanctioned fantasy of dominant ideology that reigns over silence and
transgression alike. This is a fantasy that functions simultaneously as
truth and as the flight from truth. It ensures against the insurgency of
critical invention by promising the eternal return of the same unlivable
conditions. Without either of these romantic pretenses-and without
being entirely ruthless either because, as Camille finally tells us, "that
also is imbalanced" -Craquer disrupts the apparatus that reproduces
ideology's dominant assumptions. But this doesn't mean leaving the
reader stranded with nothing to believe. Not at all. Roy's Craquer
rather enables the reader to believe in something other, if only a
method that affirms narrative's potential as social praxis. Perhaps this
is something like truth, only different.

"The urge to aestheticize, to edit and invent, is my urge to think,"
writes Camille. To tell our stories otherwise is to think otherwise.
And who would want to believe in something else, who would need
to construct and nurture oppositional fantasies and insurgent methods,
except those committed to weaving other tapestries out of the snags
and blurs of class struggle?

Th~nks to E.arLJackson, Jr., J~celyn Saidenberg, and CamiLLeRoy for
thetr attenttve readmgs and rtch responsesto this piece.

6. As N,icos Poulanrzas reminds us, "Class determination must not be reduced, in
a voluntarist fashion, to class position." In other words, positions do not accu-
rately reflect the forces that determine them. While positional alignments may be
willfully constructed, determinations cannot be arbitrarily construed. Classes in
Contemporary Capitalism. London: NLB, 1974, p.14.


